1. Sun Oct 7 – JULIET, NAKED – 1 hr 38 min – R. Annie (Rose Byrne) is stuck in a longterm relationship with Duncan (Chris O’Dowd) – an obsessive fan of obscure rocker Tucker
Crowe (Ethan Hawke). When the acoustic demo of Tucker’s hit record from 25 years ago
surfaces, its release leads to a life-changing encounter with the elusive rocker himself. Based
on the novel by Nick Hornby, Juliet, Naked is a comic account of life’s second chances. “A
charming film of an engaging, adult nature about two very different people trying to press reset
in their lives, it is comic, heartfelt and smart as they come – a rare combination these days.” –
Kenneth Turan, L.A. Times.
2. Sun Oct 14 – DECONSTRUCTING THE BEATLES – 1963 YEAH! YEAH! YEAH! – 1
hr 28 min. We’re pleased to bring you Part 2 of DECONSTRUCTING THE BEATLES Season
2! After years of touring the country performing his dynamic lectures live in cinemas,
composer/producer Scott Freiman has recorded his second series of programs about the Beatles
early days. Yeah Yeah Yeah covers that period in late 1962, when the Beatles stepped into EMI
studios for the first time, meeting producer George Martin and beginning an unparalleled and
remarkable recording career. Over the next 18 months, they would release four number one
singles and two number one albums while becoming worldwide superstars. In this segment,
Scott Freiman explores the music that helped launch Beatlemania.
3. Fri-Sun Oct 19-21 – THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW – 1 hr 40 min – R.
Showtimes: Fri @ 8:00; Sat @ 7:30 & 10:30: Sun @ 7:00. The Nevada Theatre Film Series
and Nevada City Live collaborate with Untamed Productions to present this cult classic film
complete with a live all-star shadow cast on stage at the Nevada Theatre. This is the film that
launched the Nevada Theatre Film Series in January 1979, and we’ve been bringing it back
since 2015 to sell-out crowds. Sweethearts Brad (Barry Bostwick) and Janet (Susan Sarandon),
stuck with a flat tire during a storm, seek help at the eerie mansion of Dr. Frank-N-Furter (Tim
Curry), a flamboyant transvestite scientist. Seductive temptations surround them and Brad and
Janet lose their innocence in this houseful of wild characters. Accompanied by elaborate dances
and catchy rock songs, Frank-N-Furter reveals his latest creation – Rocky! Tickets are $20
general admission and $30 for reserved seats. Advance tickets are available at BriarPatch or
online at www.paulemerymusic.com. This is a movie that has to be seen on the big screen with
a big audience. LET’S DO THE TIME WARP AGAIN!!
4. Sun Oct 28 – HORN FROM THE HEART: THE PAUL BUTTERFIELD STORY - 1 hr
35 min – Not Rated. Paul learned the blues from the original black masters performing nightly
in his own back yard. Muddy Waters was Paul’s mentor and lifelong friend, happy to share his
wisdom and expertise with such a gifted young acolyte. The interracial Paul Butterfield Blues
Band added a rock edge to the Chicago blues, bringing an authenticity to its sound that struck a
chord with the vast white rock audience and rejuvenated worldwide interest in the blues.
Through his music and words, along with first-hand accounts from his family, his band mates
and those closest to him, “Horn From The Heart: The Paul Butterfield Story” reveals the
complex portrait of a man many call the greatest blues harmonica player of all time. Featuring
Paul Butterfield, Bonnie Raitt, B.B. King, Bob Dylan and many more of the greats.

5. Sun Nov 4 – KUSAMA: INFINITY – 1 hr 25 min – Not Rated. Now the top-selling female
artist in the world, Yayoi Kusama overcame countless odds to bring her radical artistic vision to
the world stage. Kusama was an underdog with everything stacked against her-the trauma of
growing up in Japan during World War II, life in a dysfunctional family that discouraged her
creative ambitions, sexism and racism in the art establishment, and mental illness in a culture
where that was a particular shame. In spite of it all, Kusama has endured and has created a
legacy of artwork that spans the disciplines of painting, sculpture, installation art, performance
art, poetry, and novels. After working as an artist for over six decades, people around the globe
are experiencing her Infinity Mirrored Rooms in record numbers, as Kusama continues to create
new work every day.
6. Sun Nov 11 – THE SECOND TIME AROUND – 1 hr 47 min – Not Rated. Katherine
Mitchell (Linda Thorson), a widowed yet vibrant senior, wasn’t looking for love a second time
– not at her age, and certainly not with grumpy Isaac Shapiro (Stuart Margolin). Despite the
nosey bunch of seniors in the residence where Katherine convalesces after breaking her hip, she
and Isaac warm to each other over their shared love of music. Against unforeseen obstacles,
their love blooms and together they set out to fulfill Katherine’s lifelong dream of going to the
opera in Milan. "This is a little gem of a film that should resonate with all of those in search of
a tender though quirky love story." -Montreal Gazette.
7. Sun Nov 18 – GAVAGAI – 1 hr 30 min - Not Rated. German businessman Carsten Neuer
travels to Norway to finish the impossible translation of some Norwegian poems by Tarjei
Vesaas into Chinese, a project of his late wife. He hires Niko, a down-on-his-luck tour guide, to
drive him to the poet's home and places of inspiration to stimulate his own translation. On the
road, the ghost of Carsten's wife appears to him, while Niko struggles with the sudden
consequences of his girlfriend's pregnancy. On this journey, two very different men come to
realize the transforming power of love, the limits of language, and the human need for
friendship. –“'Gavagai' is as beautifully singular a movie as I've seen all year...” –Jason Chang,
L.A.Times. "An astonishment, realized with a technique and a touch that are unique in the
current cinema...An extraordinary and memorable film." -Richard Brody, The New Yorker.
8. Sun Nov 25 – LOVE, GILDA – 1 hr 26 min - LOVE, GILDA opens a unique window into
the honest and whimsical world of beloved SNL performer Gilda Radner. Working with the
Radner estate, director Lisa D'Apolito unearthed a collection of diaries and personal audio and
videotapes documenting her childhood, her comedy career, her relationships and ultimately, her
struggles with cancer. These never-before-seen-or-heard footage and journal entries form the
narrative spine of the documentary, allowing Gilda to tell her own story - through laughter and
sometimes tears. “Forty years later, her comedy looks more sublime than ever. As you watch
"Love, Gilda," though, it becomes clear that what made Gilda Radner special - and uproarious
- was her spirit: open, smiling, generous, euphoric.” –Owen Gleiberman, Variety.

